Abstract System degradation was usually caused by multiple-parameter degradation. The assessment result of system reliability by universal generating function was low accurate when compared with the Monte Carlo simulation. And the probability density function of the system output performance cannot be got. So the reliability assessment method based on the probability density evolution with multi-parameter was presented for complexly degraded system. Firstly, the system output function was founded according to the transitive relation between component parameters and the system output performance. Then, the probability density evolution equation based on the probability conservation principle and the system output function was established. Furthermore, probability distribution characteristics of the system output performance was obtained by solving differential equation. Finally, the reliability of the degraded system was estimated. This method did not need to discrete the performance parameters and can establish continuous probability density function of the system output performance with high calculation efficiency and low cost. Numerical example shows that this method is applicable to evaluate the reliability of multi-parameter degraded system.
Introduction
For high reliability and long life products, it is difficult to obtain failure life time through life test and accelerated life test. The performance degradation data can provide important information for reliability assessment. Therefore the system reliability assessment based on degradation data becomes an important direction in the field of reliability research [1] [2] . The performance of the system depends on the performance parameters of its components. According to the degradation law of the main parts and the function relationship between the performance of system and the parameters of various components, Monte Carlo simulation method can provide the degradation law of the performance of system and evaluate system reliability [3] . But this method need the simulation calculation on each discrete time point and large amount of calculation. So the literatures [4] [5] [6] [7] [8] put forward the universal generating function method. The method discreted the input parameter and combined the discrete state of the input parameters. Finally, the universal generating function algorithm deduced the reliability that meet the requirements of system output performance. But the precision of the system reliability evaluated by the universal generating function was related with the discrete degree of parameter. And with the increasing of the number of discrete state, the precision significantly improves. Because the discrete state combinations increase like geometric model with the increase of the number of discrete state, this method makes the calculation very complex [9] and can not get the probability density function of the system output performance. This paper proposes a system reliability assessment method based on multiple-parameter density evolution. This method can deduce the continuous probability density function of the system output performance parameters and calculate the system reliability. Compared with the Monte Carlo method, this method needs a small amount of calculation, but it provides higher precision than the universal generating function method.
Universal generating function method
The universal generating function method defines the contact between the possible value of the random parameters and the corresponding probability. It relates the state of the component performance parameter with the state probability of the system performance parameter. According to the system universal generating function computed by universal generating function algorithms, system reliability is obtained.
System degradation belongs to multiple random degradation process. The distribution characteristics of the degraded component performance parameters change with time. Degraded performance parameters obey normal distribution 
At the time t, universal generating function of the component performance parameters is expressed as
When there are n performance parameters degenerating, the parameter vectors are 1 2 [ , ,..., ] n X X X X and system output function is , G X t At the time t the universal formula of the system universal generating function is
among them g is the system output performance value, 1 2 , ,...., n I I I are different discrete states of n system performance degraded parameters at the time t. Particularly when n=2, the system universal generating function is
When the degradation threshold of system output performance parameters is D, system reliability is 
The literature [7] defined two special operators for the system output function: S operator and V operator.The output functions of the system with parallel structure is
The output functions of the system with tandem structure is
According to the literature [9] , the more the discrete states of component performance parameters, the higher the accuracy of the assessment. But the increase in discrete states will lead the number of the performance parameters state combinations increase like the geometric growth. When the system degraded performance parameters are more and the parameters are not the same type of distribution, it will bring huge computational burden.
3 Probability density evolution method
Establishing evolution equations
Probability density evolution method evolved from static and dynamic stochastic systems. This method based on systems physics equations researched the law of probability evolution from system multivariate stochastic parameters to the system output response and its theory is based on probability conservation principle. The existing random factors don't disappear and new random factor isn't added in conservative random system. The evolution of the physical state of the random system leads to the migration of probability and causes the evolution of the probability density. Establish the probability density evolution equation as follows [10] [11] [12] , assuming that the system output function is
( ) Z t is the system output function and random variables of system are 1 2 n X=[X ,X ,...,X ] .Augmented system ( ( ), )
Z t X constitutes a conservative stochastic system. Joint probability density function of
According to probability conservation principle, probability density evolution equation can be established [13, 14] 
Formula (9) is general probability density evolution equations. When m=1, the general probability density evolution equations are , , ,
0
Typically, the boundary conditions of equation (9) 
O above is a custom amount in Dirac function. When O is close to zero, the above equation is theoretically established. Therefore, the following equation can be used to solve the probability density function of system output.
It is complex to directly solve equation (15) . According to the method of multi-dimensional space selected point [15] , the approximate calculation formula is: (16) sel N is the total number of selected points. V is the volume of the region the point represents.
System reliability assessment
According to the described method above, the probability density function of system output performance can be established at any time t. Assume that the system performance levels required for normal work is D, the system reliability at the time t is ^( 
Comparison with Monte Carlo simulation
Taking an example of the function of system output performance given in the literature [9] , , G X t is the parameters of output performance. Carlo simulation and the method proposed in this paper estimate the system reliability. And the compared result is shown in Table 1 . Figure 1 . The probability density curve. Figure 1 is the probability density curve of system output. As is shown in Figure 1 , the calculation results based on the multi-parameter probability density evolution and Monte Carlo simulation are very close. Compared with Monte Carlo simulation results, when obtaining the same precision of system output performance parameters probability density function and system reliability, the computational efficiency is nearly 750 times of Monte Carlo simulation. Obviously, the system reliability assessment based on multi-parameter probability density evolution can not only ensure the accuracy of the assessment but also reduce the amount of calculation.
Example of system reliability assessment
If the system performance output function is The time-varying probability density curve of the system output performance parameters based on multi-parameter probability density evolution method is shown in Figure 2 . Figure 3 . The result of the system reliability assessment method based on multi-parameter probability density evolution is closest to the result of Monte Carlo simulation through comparison. Therefore, the method presented in this paper is suitable for assessing the reliability of multi-parameter degraded system. 
Conclusion
This paper presents a system reliability assessment method based on multi-parameter probability density evolution for complex parameter degraded system. This method can deduce the continuous probability density function of the system output performance and calculate the system reliability. This method is more accuracy than universal generating function method. Compared with Monte Carlo simulation, the assessment method proposed in this paper reduces the computational cost in the case to achieve the same accuracy and it provides an efficient way for system reliability assessment.
